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LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD 
 

 

 

 

- Manovich on defining qualities of New Media 

- Johnson on the Interfaces, the desktop metaphor 

 

 

 

 

From Desktops to Networks - 

Sherry Turkle: sociality in the digital media ecology - 

 

 



TRANSCODING 
 
 

[popular culture] 

 

 

Cultural Layer 

 

 

MEDIA OBJECT 

 

 
Computer Layer 

 

 

[technical culture] 



INAUGURAL METAPHOR: THE DESKTOP 
 

 

1968 STILL INFLUENCES 2015 
“You can make the argument that it was the single most 

important design decision of the past half-century, altering not 

only our perception of dataspace, but also our perception of 

real-world environments. In an age of information, the metaphors 

we use to comprehend all those zeros and ones are as central, 

and as meaningful, as the cathedrals of the Middle Ages. The 

social life of that time revolved around the spires and buttresses of 

"infinity imagined.“ Our own lives now revolve around a more 

prosaic text: the computer desktop. Understanding the 

implications of that metaphor—its genius and its limitations—is the 

key to understanding the contemporary interface.” 

 

Cf. Manovich: “Society of the Screen” / “Screen Culture” 



AESTHETICS OF TECHNOLOGY 
 

 

     CLARITY & FUNCTION         FUTURISM & DECAY 
 



COMPUTERS: FROM TOOL TO FILTER 
 

 

1990S: COMPUTER MOVES TO THE  CENTER 

 
“The interface shapes how the computer user conceives of 

the computer itself. It also determines how users think of any 

media object accessed via a computer. Stripping different 

media of their original distinctions, the interface imposes its 

own logic on them.” (65) 

 

1. convergence of work and play 

2. form and content >>> interface(s) and content 

3. art vs. info design 



CULTURAL INTERFACES, 1 
 

 

HCI: TOOL TO MEDIUM (HCCI) 

 
1. HCI to HCCI: human-computer-culture interface (70) 

Ex. Webpages, CD-ROMs, Videogames 

2. liberation of media from traditional physical storage (73) 

3. anti-linear logic of RAM (77) 

 

“[Computer media] replaced sequential storage with 

random-access storage; hierarchical organization of 

information with flattened hypertext; psychological 

movement of narrative in novels and cinema with physical 

movement through space…” (78) [cf. Aarseth’s ergodics] 



KEY EXAMPLE: MYST 
 

 

CYAN/BRØDERBUND, 1993 

 

 



CULTURAL INTERFACES, 2 
 

 

CYBERSPACE DESIGN EXTENDING THE “KINO-EYE” 
 

“the interface privileges cinematic perception—cuts, 

precomputed, dolly-like motions, preselected viewpoints” 

(83) 

 

“Rather than being merely one cultural language among 

others, cinema is now becoming the cultural interface, a 

toolbox for all cultural communication, overtaking the 

printed word” (86) 

 

“The window into a fictional world of cinematic narrative 

has become a window into a datascape” (86) 



HCI: AN HISTORICAL CHAMELEON 
 



SCREEN ERAS & “VIEWING REGIMES” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          DYNAMIC SCREEN            INTERACTIVE SCREEN 
 

1. attention, identification, temporality, ergodics 

2. Radar: Real Time Screen; Computer: Interactive Screen 

3. post-image age? (100) 



NEXT TIME: FROM DESKTOPS TO NETWORKS 
 

 

NEW SOCIAL OPERATING SYSTEMS 
 

1. Network society 

2. Sherry Turkle on sociality and networks 

 


